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Introduction

To welcome the 2015 ASEAN free trade era, Indonesia became the spotlight of the world economic society. The number of complaints about the length of time in court proceedings is an obstacle to increasing economic competitiveness. That is why the Supreme Court is required to issue regulations that accommodate case settlement practices according to judicial principles, namely simple, fast, and low cost through Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 concerning the procedure for a simple claim (Small Claim Court) which was recently changed by PERMA Number 4 of 2019.

The provisions of Article 3 Paragraph (1) of the PERMA state that “Simple claims are filed against cases of default and/or illegal acts with a maximum value of Rp. 500,000,000, - (five hundred million rupiah)”. This provision textually negates that a simple claim for breach of promise (default) and an illegal act can not be filed together (cumulation). The phrase “and/or” in the article indicates the choice between filing separately and the cumulative permissibility. The cumulation means combining two objects that contain elements of default (breaking a promise) with an illegal act at the same time in one claim.

The discourse on combining claims (objective cumulation) of illegal acts (PMH) with defaults is a classic issue that is still interesting to discuss. The law itself has not explicitly stipulated this merger. Conceptually, the merging of a claim of illegal acts (PMH) with default is not justified because it has the potential to disrupt the orderliness of the judicial procedural law system. According to Yahya Harahap, between illegal acts (PMH) and default, there are differences in principles and it cannot be justified to mix up in one ongoing claim.¹

To this issue, the Supreme Court has issued several jurisprudences²

which states that combining a claim of an illegal act with a breach of promise (default) cannot be justified in an orderly manner and must be resolved separately. Besides, the merger creates an obscure element (*obscure libel*). But on the other hand, the Supreme Court also confirmed this practice of merging.\(^3\) This can be seen from one of the jurisprudences which, in its consideration, states that even though the claim contains defaults and illegal acts, it is explicitly described separately so that the claim in the form of cumulation can be accepted.\(^4\)

The emergence of these disparities can not be generalized to all cases but may be based on sociological considerations and the principle of legal usefulness. Based on the principle of benefit, Zainal Asikin\(^5\) stated that there are two benefits of combining the claim (objective cumulation), namely, first, to create a simple, fast, and low-cost trial so that through

---


the cumulative claim, two or more claims can be resolved at once; If two or more claims are filed separately, then the principle of simple, fast, and low cost will not be achieved. The second reason is that an objective cumulation claim can avoid two conflicting decisions (contradiction) in the same case.

Furthermore, Yasardin thinks that the merger of an illegal acts (PMH) claim with defaults can be done as long as it meets the requirements including, first, there is a close relationship between the two acts; second, the two cases are in the same object and resolved by the same procedural law, third, between prescription and act against law is the authority of the same court, the fourth is to simplify the process and avoid two different/contradictory decisions and the fifth in *posita* (the reasons for the claim) are elaborated separately.6

Quoting from the statement of Ridwan Khairandy, one of the problems in contract law, more broadly, in the engagement law, is related to the overlapping understanding between default and illegal acts. This problem does not only occur in the academic domain (academic discourse) but also in law enforcement practices, particularly in judicial practice.7 Besides, these problems can also occur not only in the civil law system but also in the common law system. Even though there are differences in the regulatory system between illegal acts and defaults in the common law and civil law systems, these two legal systems often experience problems of overlapping understanding and when examined these problems occur because there is a similar concept between acts of illegal acts and default.8

---


The common law system (particularly modern English law) since the mid-nineteenth century has placed the field of tort and contract in two distinct categories. The difference in the concept of contracts and illegal actions is something fundamental in modern law. The rights of the plaintiff in the illegal acts or the obligations that the defendant violated arise from legal provisions (general), while in default, the rights or obligations come from the contract or agreement of the parties. In a contract, the obligations are usually only owned by the parties who made the contract, whereas in an illegal act, the obligations are made by the community in general. Whereas in the civil law system, contracts and illegal acts are placed in one generic, namely the obligation. In other words, there is a unified arrangement between the contract and the illegal act in the engagement family. In the Civil Code itself, the unification of contractual arrangements and unlawful acts in one generic engagement creates difficulties in providing boundaries between default and illegal acts that result in overlapping understandings.

Quoted from the statement of Agus Sardjono, the discussion about illegal acts often intersects with the concept of default. This is because both concepts provide the same penalty in the form of compensation. The broad concept of unlawful acts often eliminates its boundaries with default, as if a default is also an act against the law. Even though between the two there are very clear differences. In the practical realm, many

---


10 Article 1233 of the Civil Code determines that every agreement arises either because of an agreement or because of law (alle verbintenissen onstaan of uit alle overeenkomst, of uit alle de wet). Then, Article 1352 of the Civil Code differentiates between agreements that arise from law and obligations from law only (uit de wet alleen) and agreements that arise from law due to human actions. These two things are regulated together in one generic, namely the obligations covered by Book III of the Civil Code.

legal cases are grayed out, in the sense that what should be resolved in the realm of contract law, is brought to court through illegal acts (not default). This certainly makes the boundaries between the concept of unlawful action and default unclear.12

Apart from the pros and cons of the cumulation between claims of illegal acts (PMH) and defaults in civil law, the PERMA Small Claim Court explicitly provides the possibility to submit a cumulation between illegal acts (PMH) and default in cases involving business disputes below the five hundred million and completed in no more than 25 days. This certainly provides an alternative and convenience for the public to file a small claim in court using a cumulation or separately.

Based on the above background, the writer is interested in examining several problems as follows: first, how are the discourses on combining claims of illegal acts (PMH) with defaults in Civil Law? Second, how is PERMA’s anatomy regarding Small Claim Court? Third, what is the ratio legis in combining claims of illegal acts (PMH) with defaults in the PERMA Small Claim Court?

Research Methods

This research is a normative legal study with a substantive analysis approach. The aim is to find out the philosophical basis behind the formation of PERMA. Data were collected through a literature study by carrying out an inventory and analyzing literature and legal materials related to the problems studied. The analytical method used in this research is the method of interpretation and legal analysis.

Results and Discussion

Discourse on Merging Claims of Illegal Acts (PMH) with Defaults in the Civil Procedural Law System

The scope of loss in an illegal act has a different dimension from default. A person can be said to be in default if he violates an agreement that has been agreed upon with another party, while someone can be

12 Sardjono, p. 20.
said to be breaking the law if his actions are against the rights of others, or contrary to his legal obligations, or contrary to decency, while the equality of the two is that they can be filed for compensation.

Some experts comment that illegal acts and default have similarities with certain limitations. Asser Ruten argues that there is no essential difference between breaking the law and default. According to his view, default is not only a violation of the rights of others but also a disturbance of material rights. Yahya Harahap also argues that the debtor's actions in carrying out his obligations that are not timely or appropriate are a violation of the creditor's rights. Every violation of the rights of others is considered an illegal act. It is also said, default is species, while genus is illegal acts.¹³

When it was further observed, there is an essential difference between the nature of the act illegal acts, and default. Pitlo emphasized that both from its historical and systematic terms of law, defaults cannot be classified in the definition of illegal acts. M.A. Moegni Djojodirdjo as quoted by Rai Mantili and Sutanto, gives an opinion that it is very important to consider whether someone will file a claim for compensation because of default or because he conducts illegal acts.

According to Moegni, there will be differences in the burden of proof, calculation of losses, and forms of compensation between claims of default and illegal acts. In claiming illegal acts, the plaintiff must prove all elements of illegal acts in addition to being able to prove the existence of an error committed by the debtor. In a suit for default, it is sufficient for the plaintiff to show that there is a default or that the agreement has been violated. In claiming illegal acts, the plaintiff can demand restitution in *integrum*. However, the claim cannot be filed if the claim is based on default.¹⁴ The following table compares between the claim of illegal acts and default:

---
Examination of civil cases in practice cannot be separated from the process of filing a claim; whereas in civil disputes, types of claims can be found, such as claims for divorce, inheritance, defaults to illegal acts. As time goes by, the practice of filing a claim is known as the cumulation of claim (samenvoeging). Star Busman as quoted by Soepomo explained that if a person has more than one demand (aanspraak), which is aimed at the same goal, then by submitting one of these demands, the common goal has been achieved.

Samenvoeging or claim cumulation is divided into subjective cumulation and objective cumulation. A claim cumulation can be said to be subjective if in one claim there are several defendants, while objective cumulation is done when the plaintiff submits several things or the object of the claim to the defendant in one claim. In the procedure for examining civil cases the Landraad Court before, Raad Justisi Jakarta in his decision dated June 20, 1939, said that between several combined claims there must be an inner connection (innerlijke samenhang) or connexiteit. If some of the accumulated claims have a conn exitance, then the cumulation will facilitate the case examination process and avoid the possibility of decisions that contradict one another, so that the samenvoeging is indeed a processual doelmattig.

---

Positive law does not regulate the merger of a claim, neither HIR nor Rbg, *uit de wet ten gevolge van'srnenschen toed* nor does Rv explicitly regulate the merger of claims nor prohibit it. Article 103 Rv prohibits combining claims or claims cumulation (*samenvoeging van ordering*), only limited to combining claims for the right to control (*bezit*) with claims for property rights. According to Sudikno Mertokusumo, three objective cumulations are not allowed, namely, first, there are differences in procedural law between special and ordinary procedural law such as a divorce claim and a claim to fulfill the agreement. Second, there is a difference in competence in examining one of the claims submitted together in one claim. Third, there are demands regarding *bezit* that cannot be filed together with the demands regarding *eigendom* in one claim.

Thus, in contrast to HIR which does not regulate it, Rv allows combining claims and implements it for a long time.\(^\text{16}\) However, there are two contradictory decisions between Decision Number 2157 K/Pdt/2012, where the Supreme Court granted the cumulation of a claim between acts against the law and default, and Decision Number 571 PK/Pdt/2008 wherein the Supreme Court stated the cumulation of claims between acts against the law. Thus, law and default are declared unacceptable (*niet ontvankelijke verklaard*).

Judges in examining civil cases should be passive when they examine cases whose scope or main area of dispute is determined by the party in the case itself. The judge in examining a case is bound to the event that is in dispute and the parties are obliged to prove it. This is what is meant by the *Verhandlungsmaxime* principle.\(^\text{17}\) The existence of this principle logically provides an opportunity for the parties to carry out the cumulation of the claim, because the judge cannot limit the material of the claim from the plaintiff.

According to the research conducted by Kidung Sadewa and Heri Hartanto, the conditions for allowing the cumulation of a claim in an orderly legal proceeding are the existence of a close relationship, the


\(^{17}\) *Verhandlungsmaxime* is a principle in civil law that judges are passive and limited to examining what the Plaintiff requests in their lawsuit letter.
existence of a legal relationship between the parties and the existence of compatibility between *posita* and *petitum* of the claim. This last point was the consideration of the cassation panel of judges in case number 571 PK / Pdt / 2008 which states that the cumulation proposed was unacceptable because there is no compatibility between *posita* and *petition* claim.

In the claim *posita*, it is argued that the actions of the petitioner for reconsideration (convention defendant I) and respondent reconsideration II (convention defendant II) who did not implement the oil and gas management cooperation agreement were argued as default while the act of establishing a subsidiary was argued as an illegal act. However, in the *petitum* of the case, the defendant for reconsideration I (convention plaintiff) only asked the panel of judges to declare the applicant for reconsideration (defendant I at the conference), and the respondent for reconsideration II (convention defendant II) committed an unlawful act so that the claim obscure libel and the claim declared no acceptable (*niet ontvankelijke verklaard*).

From the two discourses above, it can be judged that the cumulation formulation of the claim, in particular the combination of acts against the law and defaults, is justified according to Indonesian procedural rules, namely, there is a close relationship, there is a legal relationship and there is compatibility between *posita* and *petitum* in the claim. If one of the elements is not fulfilled, the cumulation is not justified because it has the potential to interfere with the examination of the course of the case.

**PERMA’s Anatomy of the Small Claim Court**

Unlike several developed countries in Europe and America that have implemented a simple claim process for decades, the Simple Claim is a new legal concept in Indonesia. The simple litigation process is known overseas as the “*Small Claim Court*”. In the Black Law Dictionary, *Small Claim Court* is defined as *a court debt* - also termed *small-debts court; conciliation court*, which is defined as an informal court (outside of the judicial mechanism in general) with a quick examination to make

---

decisions on claims for compensation or debts with small claims value (that informally and expeditiously adjudicates claims that seek damages below a specified monetary amount, or claims to collect small accounts).19

I. P. M. Ranuhandoko defines the "Small Claim Court" as a civil court that handles small affairs, in the United States cases of less than $ 100, - (one hundred dollars).20 The minimum value in the limitation of civil action that can be checked by a simple claim procedure by each country is given a different minimum threshold.

Simple Claim is a positive legal product issued to speed up the process of solving cases according to the principles of simple, fast, and low-cost justice. Apart from that, the Supreme Court is trying to provide solutions to the accumulated settlement of civil cases within the Supreme Court. It is jointly known under Law Number 48 of 2009 concerning Judicial Power, that the Supreme Court is the last judicial institution to examine both civil and criminal cases in Indonesia, thereby predicting a large number of civil cases from all regions of the Republic of Indonesia that are stacked in the Supreme Court.

The simple claim was originally regulated by the Supreme Court’s regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 concerning Procedures for Settlement of Simple Claims which were composed of 9 Chapters and 33 Articles. However, in 2019 it was revised by PERMA Number 4 of 2019. Among the content that distinguishes the two are: first, regarding the nominal dispute that was originally 200 million to 500 million. Second, the extension of the filing of the claim when the plaintiff is outside the jurisdiction of the defendant’s domicile. Third, it can be filed for collateral. Fourth, it can use electronic case administration (e-court).21

According to Article 1 of the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019, the Simple Claim Process is resolved by the following mechanism:

1. Led by a single judge

Article 1 paragraph 3 states that the judge is a single judge. Furthermore, Article 5 paragraph 1 states that a simple claim is examined and decided by a judge appointed by the head of the court. From the two articles, it can be concluded that the simple claim settlement process in the trial is led by a single judge.

As stated by M. Yahya Harahap, the Chairman of the Court, after receiving the case file, immediately determines the panel that will examine and decide it at all levels of the court, examine and decide the case by at least 3 (three) judges.\textsuperscript{22} It is clear in the legal studies that the trial of a judiciary is universally led by judges in the form of an odd number of panels. This anticipates that if there is not one opinion in the deliberation decision-making by the judges, the voting effort must be taken in an odd number.

Unlike the case with the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 which was changed to PERMA Number 1 of 2019, the simple claim process is led by a single judge as described in Article 1 Paragraph 3 and Article 5 Paragraph 1. This exception is possible following the authority given by a higher law. Article 11 paragraph 1 of Law Number 48 of 2009 concerning Judicial Power states that the Court examines, adjudicates, and decides cases with the composition of at least 3 (three) judges unless the law stipulates otherwise.\textsuperscript{23}

2. The process of filing a claim and answers are submitted in blank forms

In a simple claim filing, the Plaintiff does not need to make a claim but simply fills in the form provided by the Court.\textsuperscript{24} This is different from a civil claim in general, where the Plaintiff is obliged to make a claim as the description of the subject matter referred to in article 118 HIR/142 Rbg.

\textsuperscript{23} See “Law Number 48 of 2009 Concerning Judicial Power” (n.d.).
\textsuperscript{24} “Article 6 Paragraph 2 and 3 of Supreme Court Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 Which Was Hanged into PERMA Number 1 of 2019 Concerning the Simple Claims Proces.” (n.d.).
3. The settlement time of a simple claim is 25 days

One of the characteristics of the simple nature that appears from the process/procedure of simple claim settlement is from the point of time of settlement. Civil cases generally take a long time to resolve. As stipulated in the Supreme Court Circular Number 2 of 2014 concerning Case Settlement at the First Level Courts and the Appeal Level in 4 (four) Judicial Environments which states “Case settlement at the First Level Court is no longer than 5 (five) months and case settlement at the Court of Level Appeal not later than 3 (three) months”. Article 5 paragraph 3 of the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 concerning the Simple Claim Process states “Settlement of a simple claim is no later than 25 (twenty-five) days from the first trial day”.

4. Provisions, exceptions, reconventions, interventions, replications, duplications, and conclusions are not permitted

In principle, trial examinations must listen to both parties equally. Listening to both parties in a balanced and proportionate manner is the duty of the judge in upholding the principle of *audi at alteram partem*. Regarding this, Yahya Harahap stated that technically the case examination at court proceeded through an answer-and-answer process, this rule was not contained in the HIR and RBg but was stipulated in article 142 Rv which emphasized that the parties can submit response letters and duplicates.

Examination of such cases certainly takes quite a long time because both parties are given time to respond to each other's arguments within the trial agenda. Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015, which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 concerning the Simple Claims Process, shortens the time for examining simple litigation cases by eliminating the duplication process and even eliminating the process for claims for provisions, reconventions, and conclusions. This

---

saves a lot of time in a simple claim hearing process. In full article 17 PERMA Number 2 of 2015, which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019, states “In a simple claim examination process, demands provisions, exceptions, reconventions, interventions, replications, duplications, and conclusions cannot be submitted”.26

Thus the obligation of the judge in the simple claim settlement process applies the principle of audi at alteram partem in a limited form, which is limited by time so that the parties are given equal and sufficient opportunities if the said opportunity is not used by the parties, the judge does not wait and does not give a second chance to that parties.

5. There are no known legal attempts for appeal, cassation, and PK

Shorten the simple claim settlement process to limit that civil cases are resolved simply, then in the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015, which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019, there are no known attempts for appeal, cassation, and reconsideration, which are known only objection attempt. Article 21 of the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015, which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019, states “Legal remedy against the simple claim decision as referred to in article 20 is by filing an objection”. Article 30 of the Supreme Court’s Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 which was amended to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 states “The objection decision is a final decision for which there is no legal remedy for appeal, cassation or review”.

Ratio Legis for Merger Illegal Acts (PMH) Claims with Default in Small Claim Court Cases

One of the issues that concern the government regarding the ease of doing business is the contract settlement process which is considered to be too long and convoluted, even though in reality contract disputes are not always of high value, so it becomes inefficient for contracts with small

26 See “Supreme Court Regulation (PERMA) Number 2 of 2015 Concerning Procedures for Settlement of Simple Claims” (n.d.).
value must choose settlement through litigation. The long and arduous process of resolving cases will indirectly hinder global economic growth because economic principles always consider the processing time and costs required. A faster and simpler dispute resolution procedure is needed to support business activities for middle and small business circles.  

The emergence of dispute resolution procedures through a simple lawsuit mechanism originated from the increasingly complex and dynamic activities in the trade and business sector, both large, medium, and small scale. One of the things that hinder business activities is the absence of a contract settlement mechanism that is fast, simple, and inexpensive so that small business actors find it difficult to attract fulfillment (payment) from their debtors quickly, easily, and cheaply.

Courts as dispute resolution institutions are, in fact, mostly avoided by business actors who experience problems with bad credit and delinquency in payments because submitting disputes to court takes a long time, is convoluted, and expensive. If the value of the dispute is small but it has to take up to many years, then the victory will not be worth the sacrifice of time, cost, and energy that must be spent to undergo the process. Besides the long time will affect the value of money that will be obtained after a long time in the process of the case.

For civil cases involving many parties, the object value of the case is large and the proving process is complicated, of course, it is understandable if it requires a long settlement time; But if the case is of small value and the proving process is simple, it must also take the same time and stages as the case with the value of the big claim, then it will inevitably become an imbalance between the value fought for and the time, cost and energy that must be spent. In the end, this condition creates reluctance for society to choose the court route in resolving the dispute because it is considered that it does not provide advantages in terms of time and cost.

One of the considerations contained in PERMA Number 2 of 2015 which was changed to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 concerning Small

---

Claim Court, is Presidential Regulation Number 2 of 2015 concerning the 2015-2019 medium-term development plan. Book 1 of the National Development Agenda, which in its attachment states that one of the policy directions and strategies in the field of law is:

"Implementing easy and fast civil law system reform is an effort to increase the competitiveness of the national economy. In the context of realizing this competitiveness, the development of national law needs to be directed to support the realization of sustainable economic growth, regulate problems related to the economy, especially business, and industry, and create investment certainty, especially law enforcement and protection. Therefore, a systematic strategy is needed to revise laws and regulations in the field of civil law in general and specifically related to contract law, IPR protection, the formation of quick dispute resolution (small claim court) and increased utilization of mediation institutions."

The birth of PERMA Number 2 in 2015 which was changed to PERMA Number 1 in 2019 concerning the procedures for settling simple claims was motivated by the existence of a Word Bank report related to the ease of doing business in Indonesia. In 2014, the ease of doing business in Indonesia was ranked 120 of 189 countries. The ranking achievement is related to the ineffectiveness of the contract settlement process in Indonesia which includes several assessment indicators, including time, cost, and procedure.

Based on the results of a World Bank survey, the contract settlement process in Indonesia takes an average of 498 days with an average cost requirement of 139.4% of total claims and 40 steps must be taken. In addition, public complaints regarding the lengthy process of solving cases in court continue to be an unsolved problem because they collide with the stages in civil procedural law.

The general principle in the process of settlement of cases in court as regulated in Article 2 Paragraph 4 of Law Number 48 of 2009 concerning Judicial Power requires that the administration of justice be carried out simply, quickly, and at low cost, but in practice it cannot always be done as required by the principles in the law. Moreover, the law is related to civil cases which will impose costs on the litigants except for the poor who are exempted from court fees based on the provisions of the applicable laws.

The most important substance from the birth of PERMA Number 2 of 2015 which was changed to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 concerning the Small Claim Court is the trimming of proceedings so that the examination and settlement process can be carried out more quickly and simply. This is intended so that justice seekers do not have to wait too long to obtain legal certainty from the dispute because the settlement process is sufficiently tried and ends in the court of first instance. On the other hand, the Supreme Court also benefits from this limitation because, with the reduction of legal measures with the prohibition of appeal, cassation, and PK, it will reduce the number of cases submitted to the Supreme Court so that the workload and accumulation of cases in the Supreme Court is expected to be significantly reduced.30

The main objective of the issuance of the PERMA regarding the small claim court is to facilitate the court proceedings and be part of the government's strategy for improving the investment climate in Indonesia. One of the components that is made easier is the possibility of cumulation (merging) between a claim of illegal acts (PMH) and a claim of default in a simple claim. The merger (cumulation) contained in Article 3 Paragraph 1 of this PERMA Small Claim Court adheres to the basic principles of procedural law, namely, simple, fast, and low cost. With this combination, the complexity of cases and the level of completion can be simplified.

The principle of simple, fast, and low-cost justice is a principle that is expressly regulated in law; It obliges judges to examine cases in the hope of fulfilling a sense of justice (justifiable) in obtaining a decision. Efforts to realize this principle are the obligations of courts (including

judges) as stated in Article 58 Paragraph (2) of Law Number 7 of 1989 stating that courts assist justice seekers and strive to overcome all obstacles to achieve a simple, fast and low cost; Although sometimes the problem of claim cumulation creates contradictions in the level of implications.

Retno Wulan, as quoted by Moh. Ali, mentions that this accumulation (cumulation) is allowed with several conditions: First, the combined claim obeys the same procedural law. If the claim obeys the different procedural law, then it can not be combined; For example, the case of cancellation of a mark can not be combined with a case of illegal acts because the case of cancellation of a mark is subject to the procedural law regulated in the trademark law which not recognizes appeal efforts, while cases of illegal acts are obey to ordinary procedural law which recognizes appeal efforts.

Second, the combined claims are subject to different absolute competencies. The claims that are accumulated must be the absolute authority of the corporation. Thus, several claims that are the absolute authority of the different corporations can not be combined; Third, may not file a claim for claims if the owner of the disputed object is different. If there are several lands with different owners, they cannot jointly file a claim against one defendant. Merging of such claims is not allowed either subjectively or objectively; Fourth, the parties in the case are the same subject. The combination of claims is allowed within certain limits, namely if the plaintiff or plaintiffs and the defendant or defendants are the same party. 31

Simple, fast, and low-cost principles of justice are expected to answer the needs of economically weak justice seekers. "The principle of justice, which is simple, fast, and low cost, implies that the judiciary must open space for access to justice, especially for those who are economically weak and socially and politically vulnerable. 32 For this reason, the court has

32 Artidjo Alkostar, “Independence and Accountability”. The paper was presented at strengthening the understanding of Human Rights for judges throughout Indonesia which was organized by the UII Judicial Commission-PUSHAM and the Norwegian Center for Human Rights. 20-31 May 2012, p. 1.
to assist justice seekers in getting fair treatment. Thus, the ratio legis of the cumulative permissibility between illegal acts (PMH) claims and defaults in small claim court cases is part of a strategy to increase Indonesia’s economic competitiveness and foster investor confidence at the global level. This merger’s purpose is to accelerate the settlement of cases at the first level and to provide legal certainty for entrepreneurs.

**Implementation of Small Claims Court Resolution in Default Disputes in the Religious Courts**

An example in the case number 1/Pdt.G.S/2019/PA.Cbn, where, after carrying out the agreement, the defendant turned out to be in default and was supposed to pay a debt of Rp. 114,947,928,- with installments of Rp. 3,192,998,- for 36 (thirty-six) months. At the next installment, however, on the 5th (fifth) month, the defendant defaulted (broke his promise). As a result of the breach of contract, the plaintiff suffered losses.

In this case, the plaintiff was only able to make 4 (four) payment installments, with the total amount of money paid amount Rp. 6,952,473,- so that the defendant was proven not to have done what had been agreed upon, and not to have carried out what was agreed, and was late or had passed the due date. Viewed from decision number 1/Pdt.G.S/2019/PA.Cbn, it is proven that the settlement of the case, if viewed from time during the examination takes place, follows the provisions of Article 5 paragraph (3) PERMA Number 2 of 2015 concerning Simple Claims Court. As the judicial process, from the first trial to the reading of the verdict, took 24 working days, namely the case was registered on 27 September 2019 until the decision was issued on 11 November 2019. the resolution of this case, thus, can be categorized as a simple claim court, Cibinong Religious Court in its Decision Number 1/Pdt.G.S/2019/PA.Cbn regarding a case of default through a simple lawsuit between PT. Bank BRI Syariah, Tbk. with Rayi Budiman Aziz bin Raden Budiman Aziz, has proceeded according to the meaning of the article, namely: “Settlement of simple claims is no later than 25 (twenty-five) days from the day of the first trial.”

By resolving simple claim court in less than 30 days, the principle of simple, fast, and low-cost justice is fulfilled, and it is hoped that it will
be able to answer the needs of economically weak justice seekers. "The principle of simple, fast and low-cost justice, and providing legal certainty for business actors, thus increasing Indonesia's economic competitiveness and growing investor confidence at the global level."

Conclusion

The issuance of PERMA Number 2 of 2015 which was changed to PERMA Number 1 of 2019 concerning Small Claim Court was motivated by Indonesia's low position at the world level in the context of ease of doing business. This is influenced by the long duration of time to settle cases at the litigation level and many local business actors and foreign investors are reluctant to invest in Indonesia. Due to such conditions, the government implemented a strategy through Presidential Decree No.2 of 2015 concerning the 2015-2019 medium-term development plans, one of which is the establishment of a small claim court.

Among the content that distinguishes between ordinary and simple procedural law settlement are: the nominal object of the case is 500 million; the case examination is carried out by a single judge; the settlement time is only 25 days; there is no mediation, duplicates, exceptions, provisions, intervention, recommendations and conclusions; the accommodation of guarantee seizure; the expansion of the filing of the claim when the plaintiff is outside the jurisdiction of the defendant's domicile, possible use of electronic case administration (e-court); and legal remedies in the form of objections examined by the first level panel of judges.

The cumulation (merger) of illegal acts (PMH) claims with defaults in Article 3 paragraph 1 of this PERMA Small Claim Court is to realize judicial principles, namely simple, fast, and low cost in the framework of case resolution at the litigation level. This permissibility must be based on several qualifications, namely the existence of a close relationship between the two acts (innerlejk samanhange), the existence of a legal relationship between the parties, being in the same object, resolved by the same procedural law, being in the jurisdiction of the same court, to simplify the process and avoiding conflicting decisions and in the posita of a claim, the claim illegal acts (PMH) and defaults are described separately.
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